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FiberLAN from DZS integrates Wi-Fi, telephony, CCTV and data networks for premiere hospitality properties across

Italy and Croatia; provides digital foundation future-proofed for next gen services

PLANO, Texas, Aug. 18, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- DZS (Nasdaq: DZSI), a global leader in optical and packet-based

mobile transport, broadband access and software de�ned networking solutions, today announced its partnership

with leading systems integrator KLF Italia to bring transformational �ber broadband ecosystems to over 30

hospitality properties across the Mediterranean. Several of these properties are among the region’s most iconic,

including hotels like the �ve-star Club Med Cefalù Sicily and the renowned Hotel Excelsior Venice Lido Resort, home

of the Venice Film Festival. As the backbone of KLF Italia’s end-to-end ecosystem for the hospitality industry, the

best-in-class DZS FiberLAN solution empowers these hospitality customers with reliable, future-proofed network

infrastructures that enable them to realize brilliant building outcomes while improving agility and cost savings.
 

“Driven by our motto to ‘Keep Looking Forward,’ KLF has grown considerably since collaborating with DZS to

unleash the potential of �ber-based networks in the hospitality sector,” said Paolo Carraro, CEO of KLF. “We are all-

in on DZS FiberLAN, whose standards-based �exibility allows us to bring together requested or best-of-breed

solutions from other vendors to meet speci�c customer requirements. As we look forward, we hope to build on the

growth and reputation we’ve gained as the leading systems integrator for hospitality customers in the

Mediterranean and further expand with DZS technologies in hospitality and other sectors in the region and

beyond.”

With DZS FiberLAN, KLF builds complete, property-speci�c ecosystems that integrate data networks, access

systems, Wi-Fi, telephony, CCTV and other building needs. Starting with adaptable Gigabit Passive Optical Network

(GPON) installation characteristics that are ideal for complex resort campuses, KLF works alongside each hotelier to
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deliver a cutting-edge broadband infrastructure boasting maximum reliability, unrivaled performance, radically

simpli�ed maintenance and a rapid return on investment (ROI). As each resort integrates building services into one

uni�ed network with DZS FiberLAN, it unleashes powerful data analytics capabilities that can help improve

operations and ultimately better service guests.

“With KLF and solutions from DZS, we were able to cost e�ectively renew and enhance our network in virtually

every way,” stated Dr. Vanni Basso, CEO, Lino delle Fate Eco Village Resort, Bibione. “Not only do we see greatly

improved performance, but also the whole physical infrastructure is downsized and simpli�ed. Many rack

components are eliminated, along with �oor switches, and additional �ber cable deployment is kept to a minimum.

The overall solution is also inherently much more reliable and easier to maintain, making the cost/performance

ratio extremely favorable. Of course, the bottom line is our guest experience, and in that regard what KLF has

delivered exceeded our highest expectations.”

FiberLAN is DZS’ passive optical LAN solution for businesses and enterprises like hospitality locations. An innovative

extension of proven �ber broadband technology, it brings the bandwidth, security, reliability, cost and space

savings of �ber to large LAN environments. By delivering converged voice, video and data services at Gigabit speed

over a single strand of �ber to the end user, FiberLAN reduces the cost of cabling and electronics to a fraction of

what traditional copper infrastructures require. Interoperable, plug-and-play DZS technology also signi�cantly cuts

power consumption, space requirements and capital costs, while improving availability and manageability.

“Our win-win-win collaboration across DZS technology, KLF expertise, and end user resorts across the

Mediterranean that value a premium guest experience exempli�es why new opportunities in hospitality are

growing for DZS worldwide,” said Jay Hilbert, DZS Chief Revenue O�cer, AEMEA. “Even beyond hospitality, our

FiberLAN o�erings continue to gain momentum in markets like healthcare, education, and other enterprises with

large in-building and campus network environments that bene�t from specialized, high-performance and high-

reliability solutions. We are proud of what KLF has been able to achieve with its clients by leveraging DZS

technology and are excited for the future of our relationship as they live up to their ‘keep looking forward’ motto.”

For more information, visit www.DZSi.com.

About DZS

DZS Inc. (NSDQ: DZSI) is a global leader in optical and packet-based mobile transport, broadband access and

software de�ned networking solutions. With more than 20 million products in-service and customers and alliance

partners spanning more than 100 countries, DZS is helping many of the world’s most advanced and innovative

service providers and enterprises leverage the power of 5G, 10gig �xed broadband, and software-de�ned networks

to deliver cutting-edge services and lead in their markets.
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DZS, the DZS logo, and all DZS product names are trademarks of DZS Inc. Other brand and product names are

trademarks of their respective holders. Speci�cations, products, and/or product names are all subject to change.

This press release contains forward-looking statements regarding future events and our future results that are

subject to the safe harbors created under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements

re�ect the beliefs and assumptions of the Company’s management as of the date hereof. Words such as

“anticipate,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “estimate,” “expect,” “forecast,” “goal,” “intend,” “may,” “plan,” “project,”

“seek,” “should,” “target,” “will,” “would,” variations of such words, and similar expressions are intended to identify

forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are only predictions and

are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are di�cult to predict. The Company’s actual results could

di�er materially and adversely from those expressed in or contemplated by the forward-looking statements.

Factors that could cause actual results to di�er include, but are not limited to, those risk factors contained in the

Company’s SEC �lings available at www.sec.gov, including without limitation, the Company’s annual report on Form

10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and subsequent �lings.  In addition, additional or unforeseen a�ects from the

COVID-19 pandemic and the global economic climate may give rise to or amplify many of these risks. Readers are

cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date on which

they are made. DZS undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements for any reason.

For further information see: www.DZSi.com.
 

DZS on Twitter: https://twitter.com/dzs_innovation
 

DZS on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/DZSi/

About KLF

For more than thirty years, KLF Italia has been a leading technological partner and FiberLAN Systems Integrator for

the tourism industry, including some of the Mediterranean’s premier hotel and resort properties. Specializing in

data networks, access systems, wi-� systems and telephony, we create scalable and reliable infrastructure designed

for each customer’s unique needs. We succeed through our expertise and proven partnerships—bringing clarity,

competence and time-tested best practices to each project. Our mission has always been to improve performance

through the latest technology advances, particularly Gigabit Passive Optical Networks (GPON) technology.

Press Inquiries: 

McKenzie Hurst, Thatcher+Co.
 

Mobile: +1 408.888.6787
 

Email: mhurst@thatcherandco.com
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